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This paper is concerned with large-f” error estimates concerning convergence in 
distribution as well as norm convergence for Banach space-valued martingale 
difference sequences. Indeed, two general limit theorems equipped with rates of 
convergence for such difference sequences are established. Applications of these 
lead to the central limit theorem and the weak law of large numbers with rates for 
Banach space-valued martingales. 
1. INTRODUCT10~ 
Let B be a real Banach space with a normalized basis (ek)kEr4, 
N = (1, 2 ,... }, and norm I/ o jlB, (XJiEN a sequence of B-valued integrable 
random variables (r.v.‘s) defined on a common probability space (Q, .4/1, P), 
and let (miep, P := N U (O}, be an increasing sequence of sub-u algebras 
of A’ such that Xi is *-measurable for each i E N. Then (Xir~iEIP, 
X,, :- 0, is called a martingale difference sequence (MDS) if 
E(X,I.~-,)=O a.s. (i E N). (1.1) 
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Setting S, := Cr=, Xi, th is is equivalent to (S,, Fm)noP being a martingale 
(see [ 14,28]), i.e., that 
w, 15-1) = sn-1 a.s. (n E II). (1.2) 
The goal of this paper is to find conditions on the MDS which imply that 
p(n) S, converges weakly towards a Gaussian r.v. X, for some covariance 
functional R (including the degenerate case); here v, is a real, positive 
normalizing function defined on N. More concretely, the purpose is to 
consider convergence together with associated rates (depending on cp) for the 
central limit theorem (CLT) as well as for the weak law of large numbers 
(WLLN) for B-valued martingales as applications of one general theorem. 
The study of limit theorems such as the CLT in Banach spaces, initiated 
by Fortet and Mourier [ 12, 131 in 1953/1955, has, except for two papers of 
Woyczynski [33,34], which deal with pure convergence assertions, been 
concentrated till now upon the situation of r.v.‘s which are independent, as 
far as the authors are aware. For real MDS, however, there exist a variety of 
results concerning the CLT (cf., e.g., 13, 5, 9-l 1, 17, 19, 22, 291). A good 
summary of the results known so far in the real case, as well as several new 
results, is to be found in the dissertation of Strobe1 [3 11. 
Rates of convergence in the case of the CLT for MDS have apparently not 
been considered so far in a Banach space setting. Even in the finite dimen- 
sional case the authors know of only one paper, Basu [2], which is 
concerned with rates of convergence for IF?“-valued dependent r.v.‘s 
(martingale terminology not being used directly). 
It will be seen that our results for B-valued MDS yield the same order of 
approximation as is already known from the real case, in contrast with the 
situation for independent r.v.‘s, where in finite dimensional spaces the order 
of approximation is better than that known for general Banach spaces. 
Since this paper only deals with large-8 and not little-n estimates, neither 
Lindeberg-type not conditional Lindeberg-type conditions will be needed. 
The reason is the same as that for the treatment of independent r.v.‘s in 
connection with P- and D-rates of convergence, as carried out in [7, S]. 
The proof of our main theorem will be modelled upon Levy’s version 
(1925) of Lindeberg’s method (1922) as developed into an operator method 
by Trotter [32] in 1959; the latter, however; tailored and applicable only for 
independent r.v.‘s has to be generalized in order to cover the case for MDS. 
This is achieved by using Lemma 1 and introducing conditional expectations 
of B-valued r.v. which are reduced to the case of real T.v. (For the real case 
see, e.g., [ 1, 111.) The first aim is to deduce estimates for the difference 
W(V(~) S,>l -w-WI (f E Kh (1.3) 
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where Z is a (p-decomposable r.v. (see Sect. 2 for definition), and K is a 
function class characterized by differentiability conditions upon f: B + IR 
(Theorem 1). Since X, is decomposable in this fashion, convergence 
assertions for (1.3) equipped with rates will be shown to include the CLT 
and WLLN with rates (Theorems 3 and 5). In the case of a non-degenerate 
Gaussian limiting r.v. X, it will even be possible for us to deduce directly 
rates of convergence for 
sup IP({IIrp(n) S”IIB < t1) -p(wRllB < tI)l t>o 
(Theorem 2) by making use of an important result of Zolotarev [35] (see 
Lemma 2). In that case the Banach space must, however, possess further 
geometrical properties. 
One concrete version of our results for a separable Hilbert space-valued 
(B = H) MDS (Xi, YJiplp states: 
If E(llXil$) < +a for i E N, and if the covariance functionals Ri of Xi are 
of the form Ri := afR, a, E R, i E N, and satisfy 
E(f*(Xi) S*(Xi> I6-l>=Ri(f*, g*> a.s. (i E N) (1.4) 
for all f *, g* E B* (= topological dual of B), then there exists a constant 
M > 0 such that 
In particular, if ai = u, i E R\l, thus if the r.v.‘s Xi are identically distributed, 
then the order of approximation in (1 S) turns out to be p(n I”). 
Section 2 is concerned with questions of notation, Frtchet derivatives, 
special Lipschitz classes, as well as with a lemma that allows one to 
interchange sum and integration. Section 3 deals with a general martingale 
convergence theorem with rates for smooth functions, and with an 
application to indicator functions of centered balls. In Section 4 the results of 
Section 3 are applied to yield the CLT and the WLLN with rates, respec- 
tively, for B-valued martingales. 
2. NOTATIONS AND PRELIMINARIES 
If B is a real Banach space with (countable) basis (eJkcc,, then for each 
x E B there exists a unique sequence of reals (d,JkeN such that 
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(2-l) 
or, more precisely, lim,,, (Ix - xi=, dkekllR = 0. This defines the sequence 
of coefficient functionals (et),,, associated with the basis (ek)ksN, given by 
e:(x) := d,, k E N, such that et E B*. Such spaces B are of course 
separable. Examples are any separable Hilbert spaces, as well as the spaces 
Lp[O, I], lp, 1 &p < co, C[O, l] and c,. Let Bj denote the j-fold product 
space B x ... x B endowed with the max-norm I] c ]]Aj := max, 4kc j ]]xk lIR, 
where c := (x, ,..., xj) E Bj. Then the space 3 = 3 (Bj, W) of all real valued 
multilinear continuous functions g: Bj -+ R is a Banach space under the norm 
II sllv; := sup I g(c)1 = ;,“,9 llx, ,l;g!l);,x,.l, * 
IldlRi: ’ I R 
Let f be a real valued function defined on 
]]f]], := SUP,.,~ If(x)] (may be infinite), whose 
f”‘: B + y exist and are continuous for 1 < j < r, 
Taylor’s formula 
B with (sup-norm) 
Frechet derivatives 
r E N. Then one has 
“t-(x + Y) =fb) + ‘, f”‘( y> [x]j \ jr’ j! 
1 
+ (r - l)! i 
-’ (1 - t)‘-‘{f”‘(y + tx)[x]‘-f”‘(~,)[x]‘} dt. (2.2) 
0 
where x, y E B and [x]j := (x,..., X) E Bj. Furthermore, one has for a j-times 
continuously differentiable function f 
f”‘(y)(x,..., x) = f e:,(x) eve e:(x) e .P’(y)(e,~,,..., e,.i), (2.3) 
0, = I ,.... t:j= I 
where vk E N, 1 ,< k ,< j, y E B. Indeed, (2.3) follows immediately from (2.1) 
and the fact that the f(j)(y) belong to q, i.e., are multilinear and 
continuous. To abbreviate (2.3), we choose the following notations for 
v = (u, )..., Vj) E N’: 
[VI :=j, x” := 
flL’l(0) :=f”)(0)(e t,,,..., e,J: B -+ IR. 
(2.4) 
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Then (2.3) takes on the form 
The following further function classes are needed (r E N): 
Ci = C, := {f: B + lR;funiformly continuous and bounded on W), 
C,(S$ := { g: B + Pr:; g uniformly continuous and bounded on Y<}, 
c:, := {f E c, ; f’j’ E c&q, 1 < j < r}. 
On CL a seminorm is defined by 
Iflc; := “,:f: Ilf(r)(X)IIP, = II IlfY4ll&~ 
In order to describe smoothness properties of a real valued function f 
defined on B it is useful to introduce a special Lipschitz class of order 
p E (0, 1 ] for the jth derivativef’j’ as a function from B to q. Indeed,f’j’ E 
Lip@ 9) provided there exists a Lipschitz constant Mfli, > 0 such that 
sup )l lp’(X + 0) -fqJ)llYillm ,< &iJD (t > 0). 
06l/x/l,<t 
Given an arbitrary probability space (Q, JS’, P), let us now consider a B- 
valued r.v. Z: R -+ B, B endowed with the Bore1 a-algebra 9B, with 
distribution P, on &?a defined by P,(B) := P((w E Q I Z(w) E B)) for all 
B E 5SB, and the expectation E(Z) := In Z(o) P(dw). 
For our main theorem the following lemma is needed. The proof follows 
readily by using Lebesgue’s dominated convergence theorem as well as the 
uniform boundedness of the projection operators Cg= i e:(x) ek. 
LEMMA 1. Let X, Y be two B-valued r.v.‘s with E(llXlljs) < co for some 
j E IV, and XL’ = nj,=, ezk(X). Thenf E Cj, implies 
E(f’“(Y)[X]‘) = x E(X”f”“(Y)). 
IrI=j 
For our general martingale convergence theorem the concept of decom- 
posability will be needed. The B-valued r.v. Z is said to be o-decomposable, 
where rp is a positive, real normalizing function defined on N, if for each 
n E N there exist n independent r.v. Zi, 1 < i < n, not depending on n, such 
that 
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The concepts of q-decomposability and infinite divisibility are related. In 
fact, if a r.v. Z is p-decomposable such that (q~(n)Z~)~~~~~,~~~ is 
infinitesimal, then Z is also infinitely divisible. Concerning the more 
interesting converse, there is the following result in case B = R. For those 
infinitely divisible r.v. Z that belong to the subclass L, there exists a positive, 
real valued function rp, defined on N, with p(n) = 1~( l), n + 03, such that Z 
is o-decomposable. Here L denotes the subclass of infinitely divisible r.v.‘s 
which are representable as limits (in the weak sense) of x1=, (&/Bn) - b,, 
where the ri are independent r.v.‘s, B, > 0, b, are suitably chosen constants, 
and (i/B”, 1 < i < n, are asymptotically constant. In particular, this means 
that each r.v. Z with a stable distribution is p-decomposable for a suitable 
normalizing function (0. 
This concept of yl-decomposability allows one to establish not only pure 
convergence assertions for limit theorems, but even equip them with rates. At 
the same time it enables us to deduce such classical limit theorems as the 
CLT and the WLLN, treated only separately so far, from one general 
theorem. 
3. GENERAL MARTINGALE CONVERGENCE THEOREM WITH RATES 
The reason for assuming that the Banach space B has a countable basis is 
that instead of posing all conditions upon the B-valued r.v. Xi it allows one 
to pose them upon the associated components, namely, the real T.v.5 e,*(Xi), 
k E N. For instance, it is not hard to verify that a version for E(X, I&- 1) is 
given by Ckm_i E(e:(Xi) 15-i) ek. SO (Xi,~icp is a MDS, iff the 
components of Xi fulfill (l.l), i.e., iff 
E(e,*(Xi) I*-,) = 0 (k, i E W, (3.1) 
or, equivalently [(Xi)’ being written as Xy; see Sect. 21, 
E(XYI&-J=O (IuI= 1,iE N). (3.2) 
We are now in a position to formulate our main theorem. 
THEOREM 1. Let (Xi,YJicP be a MDS. Z a q-decomposable r.v. with 
E(Z) =0 and E(llZll~-“D) < 03 r E N, 0 < /3< 1. Assume that 
E(llXill~-“4) < co for each i E N, as well as 
qx; ) &- 1) = E(Zf) a.s. (l<lul<r-l,iER\l). (3.3) 
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Then f E CL-’ with f +I) E Lip@; pr- ,), M,,-,, being the Lipschitz 
constant, implies 
IElf(9W %>I - %Wll 
G (;.I;! (4(n)‘-1+5 + {E(llXill~-1+4) +E(llZi~l~-1+5)). (3.4) (51 
In particular, if E(llXi[lL) < oc), E(llZll;) < CO, and if (3.3) holds, then 
f E CL implies 
INfhW %)I - W(Z)lI 
If LB’ 
G (r- I)! c44’ 2 WI&IL> + E(llZjllL>l. i=l (3.5) 
Proof. First note that f(q(n) S,) and f(Z) are real integrable T.v.3 for 
each f E C,. Let Zi be the independent T.v.3 which can always be chosen as 
independent of 6 and to satisfy (2.6). Setting R,,i := C&1l Xi + Cizi+ 1 Zi, 
1 < i < n, n E N, this yields for f E CL- ’ by a double application of Taylor’s 
formula (2.2) 
fC(9(n) h) -f (s(n) l$ Zj) 
i= 1 
= $ If(dn) R,,i + v(n) Xi) - f (P(n) R,,i + co(n) Zi) 1 
i=l 
= i ‘2’ If “‘(V(n) R,,i)[V(n) Xi]’ - f “‘(p(n) R,,,;)[cp(n) Zi]j] 
i=l j=l 
I f 
(1 - t)r-2 [ f “-“(9(n) R,,,i + tq(n) Xi)[p(n) Xi]‘-’ 
-f”-“(9(n) R,,J[9(n)Xi]‘-‘Id’ 
n 
- 
ff (d2)! I I 
(1 - t)‘-‘[f”-“(q$n) R”,i + tp(n) Zi)[p(n) Zi]‘-’ 
-f “-“(q(n) R,,i)[9(n) Zi]‘-‘1 dt. 
Since f +‘) E Lip@ $,), one has 0 < t < 1 
l{f”-l’(~(n)Rn,i + tdn)xJ -f”-“(9(n)R,,i)}[9(n)Xilr-‘I 
,<M,r-,,~(n)‘-‘+5 &Xi/I;I-‘+4 a.s., 
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and analogously for the r.v.‘s Zi. In view of (2.6) this leads to 
= 1 E[f(P(n) sn>l - E [f (aCn) $, ‘i) ] / 
= + ;- rp(n)j IE{f"'(~(n)R"i)[xi],' -f”‘(p(n)R,,i)[Zi]j}l 
1% je, 
MJl-I, 
+ (r- I)! dn) 
r--1+4 <T 
,T, 
(E(ll~ill~~“4)+E(IlZill~-“4)~~ 
In view of Lemma 1, it remains to show that 
E[J7.f’“1(P(n)Rn,i)I =E[z~~‘“I(rp(n)R,.i)I (3.6) 
for l<i<n,nEn\i, l<j<r-l,andIv/=j. 
For a set V c .3(R) or a T.v. X, let .&‘(V) and .&‘(X) be the u-algebras 
generated by P and X, respectively. Setting s$,n := ‘w’(,T-, U 
.d(Ziel )..., Z,)), one deduces by standard arguments for the conditional 
expectation of real r.v.‘s 
WW%@) Rn.i)I - EIGff[“‘k4n> Rn.i)I 
= E(f”‘I(co(n)R,,i)IE(xl’ I .$.,I - E(Z:‘ I .$.,)I I (3.7) 
since f”“(q(n) R,,i) is (.M;.,, .5YR)-measurable. Moreover, .d(Zi+ , ,..., Z,) is 
independent of .&‘(q-, U ..&(X,)). Therefore E(Xy I c$qn) = E(X;' / < ,) 
and since .w’(Z~) is independent of .& E(Zy ( ,$ .) = E(Zi:) a.s. 
Figether with assumption (3.3) this implies E’@ I .d- ) = ,k(Z!’ / .QJ* ) a s 
so that (3.6) holds. This establishes the validity ot! (3.4): Assertion (3’.;) no\;: 
follows from (3.4) and the fact that fcr-‘) E Lip(1, ip,-,) with constant 
Mfl,-lr = I&; for f E CL. This completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
Note that in the case of independent T.v. condition (3.3) means equality of 
the moments of Xi and Zi up to a certain order; in the more general MDS 
case it is automatically fulfilled for Iv/ = 1, i.e., for r = 2 by (3.2), provided 
E(Z)=O. 
In the particular case that the Banach space B has the additional property 
that the norm-function V(X) := I/x11, is r-times differentiable for x E B\{O} 
and satisfies the growth condition 
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one can derive convergence assertions for 
from Theorem 1 provided one uses the following lemma, proved implicitly by 
Zolotarev [35]. Note that condition (3.8) is always valid for each r E N for 
separable Hilbert spaces and for L,[O, 11, 1, in case 3 < p < co (compare 
[4, 251). 
LEMMA 2. Let B be a separable B-space with property (3.8), and let Y 
be a B-valued r.v. satisfying the Lipschitz-type condition 
P(b < II Ylle < t1) GM,@ - s) (3.10) 
for all 0 < s < t and some constant M,. > 0. Then for each B-valued r.v. X 
there exists a constant M = M(M,) such that 
;yt IP(IllXlls < t/J - f’({II YII, < tI)l < M{sup l%(X)] - E[f(Y)IIJ “(r+“, 
(3.11) 
the sup on the right side being taken over all f E CL- ’ with 
f (‘-” E Lip@?, pr- ,) such that their Lipschitz constants Mf,, ,, are uniforml? 
bounded by 1. 
This leads to the following result. 
THEOREM 2. Let B be a Banach space with basis and property (3.8), the 
limiting r.v. Z satisfying (3.10). Then under the conditions of Theorem 1 
there exists a constant M < 00 such that 
< Mv(n)"- ' + b)/(rt 4) 1 ‘- I~(IlXill~~“4)+E(l~ZiIl~-“4)] 1 litrtB’. 
,c, 
(3.12) 
Proof. Theorem 2 is an immediate consequence of Theorem 1 and 
Lemma 2 since (3.4) holds uniformly with respect to f because the Lipschitz 
constants M,,+,, are uniformly bounded by 1. 
Let us close this‘ section with the remark that Theorems 1 and 2 cover the 
independent case, since a sequence of independent r.v.‘s Xi with E(X,) = 0 
forms a MDS. In this case the rates of convergence deduced from Theorem 1 
are the same as those given in 181, established there directly for independent 
r.v.‘s Xi in a separable Hilbert space. 
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4. THE CLT AND WLLN WITH RATES FOR MDS 
In this section, our general theorems will be applied to a concrete limiting 
r.v. 2. If X is a B-valued r.v. with finite second moment E(l]Xl]i) < co and 
E(X) = 0, the covariance functional is the symmetric continuous bilinear 
function Rx(f*, g*) := E[f*(X) g*(X)], f *, g* E B*. Denote by X, the 
uniquely determined Gaussian (distributed) r.v. with mean zero and 
covariance functional R 3 Rx,. It is well known that for a separable B-space 
the absolute moments of order s of any mean zero Gaussian r.v. X are finite 
for all s > 0, i.e., E(j]X]]i) < co. This leads us to the CLT with rates for 
martingales, valid for any Banach space B possessing a basis. 
THEOREM 3. Let (Xi, .YJiep be a MDS, R be the covariance functional 
of any mean zero Gaussian T.v., and r E N, 0 < /? < 1. IfE(llXiI[~-“4) < 03, 
i E N, and if there exists a sequence of positive real numbers ai satisfying 
E(XY / *- ,) = al”‘E(Xi) a.s. (l<Jv]<r-l,iEiN), (4.1) 
then f E Ci-’ with f +‘) E Lip(p, Yr_ 1), Lipschitz constant Mp+lr, and 
A, := (Cr=, a:)“*, implies 
IW@,‘W -E[f(Xdll 
< ;;T;;! A,“-‘+4’ ;I “’ [E(llXill~-‘+D) + aT-‘t4E(llXRII~-‘f4)1. (4.2) 
Proof: To apply Theorem 1, decompose, for each n E N, the limiting r.v. 
2 = X, into n independent Gaussian distributed r.v.‘s Zi, 1 < i < n, also 
independent of 5, with covariance functional afR or, equivalently, 
p,. = P+yR for each n E N. Since A;’ Cy=r Zi is again a Gaussian r.v. with 
coiariance functional R, it follows that X, is (p-decomposable with 
p(n) = A;‘. Finally assertion (4.2) follows from Theorem 1 since 
E(Zf) = E( [aiX,]‘) = a~“‘E(X~). 
Now the question arises which conditions for a given MDS and a 
covariance functional R guarantee the validity of (4.1). Our reply is given for 
the more usual convergence assertions in the form (3.9) instead of (4.2); the 
case r = 3 is considered. 
THEOREM 4. Let the Banach space B have a basis, and let its norm 
satisfy (3.8) for r = 3. Further, let (Xi,mieP be a MDS with Xi having 
covariance functionals R, = a fR, i E N, for some positive real sequence 
(ai)im~ and with the additional property that for each f *, g* E B* condition 
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(1.4) holds. If E(]]XJ];) < 00, i E R\i, and the Gaussian r.v. X, satisJies 
(3.10), then 
< MA,‘14 ] i LWW + a7~W~ll31~ I”. (4.3) 
i=l 
In particular, if the r.v.‘s Xi are identically (not necessarily independent) 
distributed (hence, a, = 1, i E N), then 
;;t I~W,lfills < 4) -W&Ila < 411 = @W”8)y n-t co. (4.4) 
Proof: Since the norm of the Banach space satisfies condition (3.8), B is 
a space of type 2 (compare [ 12; 20, pp. 267ff.l). Now in [ 181 it is shown 
that this property is equivalent to the fact that for every mean zero r.v. with 
finite second moment there exists a Gaussian r.v. with the same covariance 
functional. Since the sequence (Xi,&)isIp is a MDS, E(X,) = 0; since 
E(]]Xi]]i) < co there exists a Gaussian r.v. Xa!R with covariance functional 
afR for each i E n\l. Because e,?, ef E B * for j, ‘k E N, one obtains further. in 
view of (1.4), that 
E(ei*(Xil ek*(xi> IT- 11 
= (afR)(ej*, ek*) = afE(ei*(X,) e,*(X,)) a.s., i E N. 
This yields (4.1) for /v I = 2 and thus for r = 3, and leads by Theorem 3 with 
B = 1 to the result 
IEIf(Ai’Sn)I -E[f(Xr)lI <Ai t IE(llXill~) +a~‘(lIx~II~>I/2 
i=l 
uniformly for f E Ci with If& < 1 because f”’ E Lip(l,5$) with constant 
]flc;. Since all assumptions of Lemma 2 are satisfied with r = 3, p = 1, 
inequalities (4.3) and (4.4) follow. 
Remark 1. Condition (3.10) holds generally for Gaussian r.v.‘s in any 
separable Hilbert space as well as, for example, for certain Gaussian r.v.‘s in 
the space l,, 1 < p < co, as was shown by Paulauskas [ 241; see also [ 211. 
Remark 2. Condition (1.4) may, equivalently, only be assumed for the 
coefficient functionals. 
Remark 3. For real r.v.‘s condition (1.4) turns out to be E(Xt I &- 1) = 
const = af a.s., i E N, so that p(n) = [Cl= r E(Xj! I .&- ,)]-“2 a.s. in this 
case; this is equivalent to the condition used in the real case (compare 
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[ 1, lo]), namely, that there exists a sequence of nonnegative reals (bn)nEN 
such that 
T1 E(X,Z/.T-,)=b, 
,5 
a.s. (n E N). (4.5) 
This equivalence is due to the fact that one does not consider an arbitrary 
double array (Xn,i)nEN,i$i,r but (P(~)XJ~~~,~~~ instead. In the real case, 
however, one can weaken assumption (4.5) by demanding instead of this 
equality that b; ’ Cy= i E(Xy I&- i) tend to 1 in probability for IZ tending to 
infinity (compare [ 10, 161). On the other hand, Theorem 4 even yields the 
same rates of convergence for MDS on the B-spaces under consideration as 
is known for the real line R (compare [ 3 1 I). 
5. THE WLLN WITH RATES FOR MDS 
The second application of the general Theorem 1 of Section 3 will be the 
WLLN for MDS on B-spaces with error bounds. This will not be considered 
for the limit law in the form that p(n) S, converges in probability to zero, 
i.e., that 
lim p({l\cp(n) SnllA > E)) = 0 n+cc (each E > 0), (5.1) 
but in one that is known to be equivalent to it (see [ 14, pp. 333, 353 ]), 
namely, 
(eachf E C,), (5.2) 
taking X, to be a degenerate Gaussian limiting T.v., i.e., with R = 0, so that 
f(y) = ss f(x + y) PXR(dx). If the Banach space B satisfies the norm 
condition (3.8), then moreover (5.1) or (5.2) can be shown to be equivalent 
to 
(each f E CL) (5.3) 
(compare, e.g., 171). In this frame, the WLLN with, as well as without, rates 
for arbitrary B-spaces with countable basis and arbitrary normalizing 
function p(n), neither of which seems to be known, reads: 
THEOREM 5. Let (Xi,2JiEp be a MDS, and E(IIXiII~+D) < co for some 
0</3,<1,iEN. 
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(a) For anyfE CL withf’” E Lip@ q) 
(b) Zf the B-space satisfies (3.8), and f Cr=, E(llXi11Lt4) = 
~(p(n)-‘-~), n -+ co, fhen 
;i% P({IIP,(n) S”IIB a &I) = 0 (each E > 0). 
In particular, if E(llXi(li) < 00 f or i E N, and Cy=, E(l/XJi) = l+(n*), 
n + oc), then (Xi)isN satisfies the WLLN, i.e., I( S,jJ,/n + 0 in probability for 
n tending to inJnity. 
Regarding the proof, apply Theorem 1 by choosing the r.v.‘s Zi, 1 < i < n, 
to be independent, and distributed as X,. Then 
P w(n) ry=,z, - P.YR 7
and EX, = 0. As mentioned after the proof of Theorem 1, (3.3) is always 
satisfied for r = 2; so the result follows from Theorem 1 since E(IlX,jJi) = 0 
for all s > 0. 
As a conclusion let us add that Roeckerath [26, 271 set up a general 
theorem concerning weak convergence equipped with little-c rates (instead 
of the large-P ones of this paper). More specifically, she studied the D’- 
closeness of the distributions of two weighted sums of Banach space-valued 
martingales; here a Lindeberg-type condition turns out to be of basic impor- 
tance. Applications are again given to the CLT and the WLLN [26]. The 
orders of approximation turn out to be the same as those already known for 
Hilbert spaces in the independent case. Note that the methods of proof in the 
little-a case differ completely from those in the large P-case, so that the 
large-F results are basically independent of the little Ir-results. Their range 
of applications, however, has a small common intersection. 
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